
Engaging Writers 
Through Reading Workshop

strategies that might work for 
you and your students



A bit about me

Noelle Gallant

● 8th Grade English Language Arts Teacher 
● Beer Freak
● Group Fitness Enthusiast
● Book Nerd
● Mother of two Book Nerds
● Reading & Writing Workshop Lover



What Noelle’s Reading



TALK
What are you reading these days?

What’s on your TBR that you’re dying to get to 
next?

What’s worth recommending?



I’m inspired by...



Today’s Session Considers...

Middle school ELA teachers must find ways to 
blend all of the language arts domains, often in 
under an hour per day, often with students who 
don’t think of themselves as readers or writers.  
In this session, participants will learn strategies 
for managing workshop learning environments 
in ways that allow all students to grow.



Authentic Workshop 
Experiences



Making Time in Class



An Argument for 
“Status of the Class”

● Daily attendance
● Record keeping and assessment
● “ABAB.” -Stephen King
● Students hear titles every day!
● Teachers hear titles every day!
● Continuous, daily focus on reading, even if 

the day’s target is writing.
● Impromptu “conference” opportunities.
● Students appreciate routines
● More!



Notebook Entries - synthesizing thinking



Notebook Entries - synthesizing thinking





Notebook ideas

● Sketch (sketch-noting)

● Visuals/doodles

● Post-its

● Webs

● T-Charts

● Timelines - emotional or chronological

● Theories/evidence 

● Paragraphs



Notebooks - 



TALK
How have you used notebooks, jotting, or 
response to engage students?

How might you use notebooks to engage student 
writers?

What are your thoughts on connecting students 
to writing via reading?



Assessing Reading

EXPLODE a “Golden Jot” 

How to pick a “best thinking” jot:

● Others may disagree
● Others may have a different perspective
● Others may have missed something and 

the reader can share a deeper insight
● Others might find your theory fascinating





Types of Conferences

● Compliment only

● Coaching

● Reading Life

● Research/Decide/Teach

● Targeted/Pre-Planned



Who’s in the conference?

● One student

● Pairs or trios

● A small group

● The whole class?



Conferring Philosophy



 Conferring Mindset



 Conferring Mindset #2



A loose structure...



Record Keeping



Post-It Templates

Learning In Hand - Sticky Notes

https://learninginhand.com/blog/print-custom-sticky-notes-with-google-slides




Google Forms



Google Forms



TALK
What record keeping methods have worked for 
you to track student conferences?

What do you imagine you might like to try?



FlipGrid - Flipped Conferences FTW!





TALK
How do we encourage 
authentic response?



Assessing Students - 

● Status of the Class records

● “Research” in class

○ Reading/writing volume

○ Off-task behavior

● Post-Its or Index cards

● Exit tickets



Assessing Students - 

● Tweet the author

● Readers’ notebooks or annotations

● “Golden Jot”

● Podcasts, book trailers, or TED Talks

● Book reviews

● Book club seminars (text rendering)



TALK
What is your favorite strategy for authentic 
response?

How have you engaged readers and writers?



Assessing Students - 

● Tweet the author

● Readers’ notebooks or annotations

● “Golden Jot”

● Podcasts, book trailers, or TED Talks

● Book reviews

● Book club seminars (text rendering)



Next Steps

1. Consider making a personal 
reading and/or writing 
commitment

2. Join GoodReads.com

3. Start a school book club!

4. Set up a conferring plan.



Four Ways to be LOUD 
about reading & writing

1. Show enthusiasm for the books 
your students love.

2. Take note of students talking 
with each other about books.

3. Display books everywhere!

4. Let students catch you reading!




